Abstract. We study the existence of Riemannian metrics with zero topological entropy on a closed manifold M with infinite fundamental group. We show that such a metric does not exist if there is a finite simply connected CW complex which maps to M in such a way that the rank of the map induced in the pointed loop space homology grows exponentially. This result allows us to prove in dimensions four and five, that if M admits a metric with zero entropy then its universal covering has the rational homotopy type of a finite elliptic CW complex. We conjecture that this is the case in every dimension.
Introduction
Let M n be a closed connected smooth manifold. Given a Riemannian metric g, let φ t be the geodesic flow of g.
One of the most fundamental dynamical invariants that one can associate to φ t is the topological entropy, which we denote by h top (g). It roughly measures the orbit structure complexity of the flow. Positive entropy means in general, that the geodesic flow presents somewhere in the phase space (the unit sphere bundle of the manifold) a complicated dynamical behaviour. There are various equivalent ways of defining entropy, but for the geodesic flow, Mañé's formula [14] provides a clear understanding of this invariant in terms of geodesic arcs. Given points p and q in M and T > 0, define n T (p, q) to be the number of geodesic arcs joining p and q with length ≤ T . We have h top (g) = lim
n T (p, q) dp dq.
The main goal of this paper is to address the following natural question: which manifolds admit metrics with zero topological entropy?
A classical result of E.I. Dinaburg [3] asserts that if M admits such a metric, then π 1 (M) must have subexponential growth. It is still unknown if there are finitely presented groups which are of subexponential growth, but not of polynomial growth. If such groups do not exist, then zero entropy implies that π 1 (M) is virtually nilpotent, thanks to a celebrated theorem of M. Gromov [8] . For closed geometrizable 3-manifolds, this obstruction on the fundamental group is enough to determine those which admit a metric with zero topological entropy, cf. [1] .
In the late 1980's new topological obstructions were found, this time for simply connected manifolds. Y. Yomdin [19] proved a fundamental theorem for general C dynamical systems relating the topological entropy with the volume growth of submanifolds which paved the way to Mañé's formula. When combined with the Morse theory of the loop space and a beautiful discovery of Gromov [7] concerning cycles with bounded length in the pointed loop space ΩM, it gave strong restrictions to zero entropy. Namely, if M is simply connected and admits a C ∞ metric g with h top (g) = 0, then the sum of the Betti numbers n i=1 dim H i (ΩM, k p ) grows subexponentially with n for any field of coefficients k p , p prime or zero. When k p = Q, this implies that M is rationally elliptic, i.e. π * (M) ⊗ Q is finite dimensional (cf. [6] ). We refer to [16] for an account of these developments.
However, these results only hold for simply connected manifolds (or finite π 1 (M)) because Gromov's theorem does require to control the length of paths running on the 1-skeleton of a triangulation of M and in the simply connected case we can always collapse the 1-skeleton to a point by a map homotopic to the identity which gives the desired control.
What topological restrictions to zero entropy do we have when π 1 (M) is infinite and of subexponential growth? We begun looking at this problem in [18] motivated by the minimal entropy problem for compact complex surfaces. Here we show: 
In the inequality, λ(g) is the volume entropy of the Riemannian manifold which is defined as the exponential growth rate of the volume of balls in the universal covering of M. Recall that Manning's inequality [15] asserts that for any metric g, h top (g) ≥ λ(g) and it is well known that λ(g) > 0 if and only if π 1 (M) has exponential growth. We are interested in the inequality as an obstruction to the existence of metrics with vanishing topological entropy, particularly in the case when π 1 (M) has subexponential growth. It would be quite interesting to be able to replace λ(g)/2 by λ(g) in the Technical Lemma.
It seems useful to note the following point: if M is the universal covering of M, then the projection induces an isomorphism between the homology of the loop space of M and the homology of the connected component of the loop space of M given by the contractible loops. Therefore one can consider a CW complex K which maps to M and then compose with the projection to M to be in the conditions of the Technical Theorem. We will use this remark in all of our examples.
Recall that a connected CW complex X is said to be nilpotent if π 1 (X) is a nilpotent group and operates nilpotently on π i (X) for every i ≥ 2. As an immediate corollary of the lemma we have:
Corollary. Let M be a closed nilpotent manifold. If M admits a smooth metric with zero topological entropy, then π * (ΩM) ⊗ Q is finite dimensional.
Indeed, if M is nilpotent, all the homology groups of M are finitely generated (cf. [13, Theorem 2.16] ) and thus there is a finite simply connected CW complex K and a homotopy equivalence f : K → M . The complex K must be rationally elliptic by the Technical Lemma.
We proved the lemma in [18, Theorem C] when K is a smooth compact manifold with boundary which is embedded in M and for which the corresponding map in the loop space homology is an injection. The disadvantage of this earlier version is that in order to use it we need to have some apriori knowledge of M so that we can find our embedded K, while with the current version K and f will arise by simple topological considerations as in the corollary above.
Nevertheless the old version was good enough to prove results like the following [18, Theorem D] : if M admits a metric with zero entropy and it can be decomposed as X 1 #X 2 , where the order of the fundamental group of X 1 is at least 3, then X 2 is a homotopy sphere.
We now pose the main topological question that the Technical Lemma suggests: Of course one can formulate similar questions for other fields of coefficients, but we believe it should be easier to deal first with the case of characteristic zero, due to the technology at our disposal provided by Rational Homotopy Theory.
If the Question has a positive answer, then the Technical Lemma implies that if M admits a metric with zero entropy then M has the rational homotopy type of a finite elliptic 1-complex, so we see that zero entropy implies bounded topology in a very strong sense.
In the present paper we will prove by simple topological arguments that the Question has a positive answer in dimensions 4 and 5. This in turn will give us an essentially complete picture of which 4-manifolds have metrics with zero entropy and will allow us to close some gaps left open in [18] .
Let us describe these results in more detail. From now on if in ordinary homology coefficients are not indicated they are meant to be Z. In the next theorem, σ and χ stand for signature and Euler characteristic respectively. 
In fact, for most groups π with subexponential growth the second end group
) is either 0 or Z. Our methods also yield information at the torsion level. For example we will show that if
has no finite subgroup as a direct summand.
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Proof of the Technical Lemma
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let K be a finite simply connected CW complex. Given a continuous map f : K → M we let Ω(f ) : Ω(K) → Ω(M) be the obvious map induced between the corresponding pointed loop spaces. The following lemma is essentially due to Gromov [7, 10] :
Lemma 2.1. There exists a constant C = C(K, f, M, g) such that given any homology class ψ ∈ H i (Ω(K)), the class Ω(f ) * (ψ) can be represented by a cycle of Lipschitz curves in M with length bounded by Ci.
Proof. Since K is homotopy equivalent to a finite simply connected simplicial complex [11, Theorem 2.C5], we can assume that K is actually a simplicial complex. We can consider K as a subcomplex of a simplex ∆ N and restrict the standard metric on ∆ N to give a metric on K. Of course, this metric restricts to the standard Euclidean metric on each simplex of K. It is easy to see that one can approximate f by a homotopic map which is Lipschitz with respect to this metric. Therefore we will also assume that the map f is Lipschitz.
Let h : L → Ω(K) be a map from a finite simplicial complex of dimension i with an i-th homology class mapping to ψ. The map h corresponds to a map H : For this cellular decomposition one can obtain a simplicial approximation similar to the simplicial case as follows:
Let S be any simplicial complex. We call a map R :
is a simplicial map when restricted to each L × {j/k} and for any x ∈ L, R(x, j/k) and R(x, (j + 1)/k) belong to a simplex in S and the restriction of S to the vertical
Given a continuous map r : L × [0, 1] → S, we say that R is a simplicial approximation of r if it is a simplicial map such that R(q) ∈ Carrier(r(q)) (the smallest simplex containing r(q)) for any q ∈ L × [0, 1]. It is easy to see as in the simplicial case that if R is a simplicial approximation of r, then R and r are homotopic.
Recall now that the open star of a vertex in a simplicial complex is the union of the interior of all the simplices containing the vertex, and for a vertex (v 
It is clear that after enough subdivisions of the simplicial structure on L and taking k big enough, we can assume that the diameter of the open star of any vertex is as small as we want. Therefore we can assume that for any vertex (v, j/k) ∈ L × [0, 1] there exists a vertex w ∈ S such that the open star of (v, j/k) is contained in r −1 (Star(w)). We define R(v, j/k) = w. As in the simplicial case, we can extend R to each L × {j/k} as a simplicial approximation of the restriction of r to L × {j/k}. Given x ∈ L, let σ = Carrier(x) and let v 1 , ..., v l be the vertices of σ.
. By construction we have that r(Interior(σ)×(j/k, (j +1)/k)) is contained in Star(w i ) for each i = 1, ..., 2l. The intersections of these sets is nonempty and this implies that those vertices form a simplex in S. We have done this to show that there exists a simplex of S which contains both R(x, j/k) and R(x, (j + 1)/k) and so we can extend R as a simplicial map on L × [0, 1].
Let us finally check that R is actually a simplicial approximation of r. We have to show that for any (x, t) ∈ L×[0, 1], R(x, t) ∈ Carrier(r(x, t)). We already know this if t is a vertex of [0, 1]. So we can assume that t ∈ (j/k, (j + 1)/k) for some j. As in the previous paragraph, let v 1 , ..., v l be the vertices of Carrier(x) and let w 1 , ..., w 2l be the corresponding vertices in S. We have that (
This implies that w i , w i+l ∈ Carrier(r(x, t)). Since R(x, t) is a linear combination of w 1 , ..., w 2l and all these vertices belong to the simplex Carrier(r(x, t)), we get that R(x, t) ∈ Carrier(r(x, t)) and therefore R is a simplicial approximation of r.
Therefore we can take a simplicial approximation R of the map H : L × [0, 1] → K and consider the corresponding map r : L → Ω(K). Let us consider the space Ω(K) pl,k ⊂ Ω(K) given by those paths which are linear on each segment of the form [j/k, (j + 1)/k]. Note that by construction there exists a k such that the image of r is contained in Ω(K) pl,k . Each element in Ω(K) pl,k determines a point in K k−1 and in this way we identify Ω(K) pl,k with a subset of K k−1 (recall that the initial and final points are fixed). The simplicial structure on K induces a cellular decomposition in K k−1 and Ω(K) pl,k is a subcomplex: it is the union of all the cells σ 1 × ... × σ k−1 such that σ i and σ i+1 are contained in a simplex of K and the same for the initial point and σ 1 and the end point and σ k−1 .
After another homotopy we can assume that the image of r is contained in the i-th skeleton of Ω(K) pl,k with respect to the cell decomposition described above.
Since L is simply connected there exists a simplicial map α : L → L homotopic to the identity and which maps the whole 1-skeleton of L to a point. Now let c be a path in the i-th skeleton of Ω(K) pl,k . This means that c belongs to a cell of the form σ 1 × ... × σ k−1 with Σ j dim(σ j ) ≤ i. Thus, the path c is formed by segments joining a pair of vertices of the triangulation and at most 2i segments in which one of the points is not a vertex. After composing with the map α the former are sent to a point while the latter are sent to paths of length bounded by a constant which depends on α but not on i. Hence there exists a constant C ′ such that the image of the i-th skeleton of Ω(K) pl,k is sent by composition with α to a set of paths with length bounded by C ′ i. In this way we see that we can represent ψ by a cycle formed with paths with length bounded by C ′ i. Composing with f we see that we can represent Ω(f ) * (ψ) by a cycle formed with paths of length bounded by Ci, where C is a constant dedending only on α and the Lipschitz constant of f .
We will use the lemma in the form of the following corollary: 
Proof. We know from the lemma that for any i-th homology class ψ in Ω(K, x, x), Ω(f ) * (ψ) can be represented by a cycle in Ω
. Consider now a minimizing geodesic between f (x) and y. Following the paths in the cycle by this geodesic we obtain a cycle in Ω C ′ i+d(f (x),y) (N, f (x), y). If C = 2C ′ , T ≥ Ci and y ∈ B(f (x), T /2) we get that our new cycle is in Ω T (N, f (x), y) and the corollary follows.
We are now ready to prove the Technical Lemma in the introduction: 
Proof. By the lifting property of covering spaces we can assume that we have a map f : K → M . Let us recall that for any x ∈ M (cf. [16] )
Let p : M → M be the covering projection. It is easy to check that given any
Thus for any x ∈ M we have
Now assume that x = f (z) for some z ∈ K. Morse theory tells us that if y and x are not conjugate, then
But now, using the previous corollary we get that if y ∈ B(x, Ci/2),
where C is the constant appearing in the corollary. Integrating the previous inequalities with respect to y ∈ B(x, Ci/2) yields:
Therefore we obtain:
n Ci (x, y) dy
And thus, if R is the exponential growth rate of j≤i R j ,
Topological preliminaries
In the following sections we will try to apply the Technical Lemma to find obstructions to zero entropy. This is of course a purely topological problem and in this section we will summarize some general techniques and concepts we will use. 3.1. Domination. Recall that a topological space Z is dominated by a topological space Y if there exist continuous maps r : Y → Z and ι : Z → Y such that r ι is homotopic to the identity of Z. In several occasions we will make use of the following lemma, sometimes without explicit mention to it. 
is an injection.
Proof. Let f : Y → X be a rational homotopy equivalence. Since Y dominates Z, there is a map ι : Q) is an injection. By the Whitehead-Serre theorem, cf. [6, Theorem 8.6 ], H * (Ω(f ), Q) :
is an isomorphism and thus g := f • ι has the desired property.
3.2. Moore spaces. Given G an abelian group, let M(G, n), n > 1, be the Moore space (uniquely determined up to homotopy type) whose n-th homology group is G. For example, M(Z, n) = S n and M(Z m , n) = e n+1 ∪ f S n , where f : S n → S n is a map of degree m. Note that M(G, n) has the rational homotopy type of a wedge of spheres.
We will use the following properties of Moore spaces (cf. M(A, n) . If G is a finitely generated abelian group, then M(G, n) is given by the wedge sum of copies of S n and copies of M(Z m , n) and M(G, n) dominates any of these Moore subspaces.
3.3. Homology decompositions. Every simply connected CW complex Y has a homology decomposition (cf. Theorem 4H.3 in [11] or [2, Theorem 2.2]). This means that there exists a homotopy equivalence f : X → Y such that X can be constructed by the following iterated procedure. Let G n := H n (Y ). There exists an increasing sequence of complexes X 1 ⊂ X 2 ⊂ · · · with H i (X n ) = G n for i ≤ n and H i (X n ) = 0 for i > n where:
(1) X 1 is a point and X 2 is the Moore space M(G 2 , 2); (2) X n+1 is the mapping cone of a cellular map h n :
If Y is a simply connected CW complex whose only non-zero homology groups are H n (Y ) and H n+1 (Y ), and H n+1 (Y ) is a free abelian group, the homology decomposition says in this case that Y has the homotopy type of M(G n , n) ∨ M(G n+1 , n + 1) (cf. for example [2, Lemma 2.6.5]). It follows that: Proposition 3.3. Suppose X is a simply connected CW complex whose only non-zero homology groups are H n (X) and H n+1 (X).
(
is free abelian and different from 0 or Z, then X dominates S n+1 ∨ S n+1 ; (3) if H n (X) has an element of infinite order and H n+1 (X) = Z, then there exists a map g :
Proof. Note that the Hurewicz map π * (X) → H + (X) is surjective. Hence X has the rational homotopy type of a wedge of spheres and by Lemma 3.1, if b n ≥ 2 there exists a map g : S n ∨ S n → X such that H * (Ω(g), Q) is an injection which proves the first item. Similarly, if H n (X) has an element of infinite order and H n+1 (X) = Z, then Lemma 3.1 gives a map g : S n ∨S n+1 → X such that H * (Ω(g), Q) is an injection, which proves the third item.
Finally, to prove the second item, note that since H n+1 (X) is free abelian and different from 0 and Z, there exists Z ⊕ Z ⊂ H n+1 (X) which is a direct summand. Hence using Proposition 3.2 we deduce that X dominates S n+1 ∨ S n+1 .
3.4. Ends of groups, ℓ 2 -Betti numbers and amenability. The space of ends E(X) of a locally compact separable metric space X is given by the inverse limit
where the sets K are compact. The space E(X) is a totally disconnected topological space and when X is connected and locally connected, E(X) is compact. Given a group π acting freely on a connected simplicial complex X with finite quotient, the homeomorphism type of E(X) only depends on π. The cardinality of E(X) is usually denoted by e(π) and is called number of ends of π. A finitely generated group π has 0, 1, 2 or infinitely many ends. It has 0 ends if and only if it is finite. The higher order end groups of a group π are defined as the cohomology groups of a K(π, 1) space with coefficients in the group ring Z[π]. We denote them by
) is a free abelian group of rank e(π) − 1.
The group π has two ends if and only if it is virtually Z. If π has infinitely many ends, then it must contain a non-cyclic free subgroup.
Finally, we note that if M is the universal covering of a closed n-dimensional manifold M with infinite fundamental group π, then
Let M be a closed manifold with an infinite amenable fundamental group and let β (2) k be the k-th ℓ 2 -Betti number of the universal covering of M. It is interesting to note the following fact:
. This prompts the following question which is closely related to the Question in the introduction: if for some k, β (2) k = 0, is it true that there exists a finite 1-connected rationally hyperbolic complex K and a map f : K → M for which the rank of H * (Ω(f ), Q) grows exponentially?
We will make use of the following theorem. 
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [5] . The hypothesis dim H k ( M , Q) < ∞ and the amenability of π ensures that the k-th ℓ 2 -Betti number vanishes and one argues with the commutative diagram on page 507 to conclude that
Proof of Theorems A and B
We first show: 
Note that H 1 ( M ) = H 4 ( M ) = 0 and hence the Hurewicz map π * ( M ) → H + ( M ) is onto and M has the rational homotopy type of a wedge of spheres
Since X dominates any finite subcollection of them and the rational loop space homology of the wedge of at least two spheres grows exponentially, the Technical Lemma implies that M must have the rational homotopy type of either a point, S 2 or S 3 . Thus b 2 ( M ) is finite and χ(M) = 0 as desired.
To prove that σ(M) = 0, we use the following observation of Gromov in [9, p. 85]: if σ(M) = 0, then b 2 ( M ) must be infinite (this is a consequence of the amenability of π and the index theorem for infinite coverings).
Once we know χ(M) = 0, the isomorphism between H 2 ( M ) and
) is precisely Theorem 3.1 in [5] or Theorem 3.4.
Remark 4.2. Let M be a closed manifold of dimension 2k and suppose that π i (M) = 0 for 1 < i ≤ k − 1 (the condition is vacuous for k = 2). Suppose further that π := π 1 (M) satisfies the following property: it is infinite and the end groups H i (π, Z[π]) are zero for 0 < i < k. It is quite easy to check (see Proposition 2.1 in [5] ) that Proof. Theorem 11.1 in [12] says that a closed 4-manifold whose fundamental group has two ends and χ(M) = 0 is finitely covered by S 3 × S 1 .
Finding the homeomorphism types of such manifolds is a fairly complicated problem, we refer the interested reader to Chapter 11 in [12] .
The last corollary and Theorem 4.1 tell us that if we wish to move further into the classification of closed 4-manifolds which admit a metric of zero entropy we need to know more about H 2 (π, Z[π]) for π with subexponential growth and one end. As far as we know, there is no general result in this direction. However, note that if π is the fundamental group of a closed manifold whose universal covering is R n , then
is zero if n = 2 and Z if n = 2. We can state: Proof. By Theorem 4.1,
The corollary now follows from Theorem 10.1 in [12] .
There is no example known of a finitely presented group which is of subexponential growth, but not of polynomial growth. Recall that the existence of a metric with zero entropy implies subexponential growth of π. (1)
Proof. By a celebrated theorem of Gromov, π is virtually nilpotent. Thus by passing to a finite covering we can assume that π is nilpotent. It follows that π coincides with its Hirsch-Plotkin radical √ π, which is the maximal nilpotent normal subgroup. Proof. We know that since π is infinite amenable it can only have one or two ends. Moreover, we know that H 5 ( M ) = 0 and H 4 ( M ) ∼ = H 1 (π, Z[π]). Suppose first that π has one end. Since H 4 ( M ) = 0, the Hurewicz map π * ( M ) → H + ( M) is surjective and M has the rational homotopy type of a wedge of spheres
with the Technical Lemma proves all the claims in the theorem except the one regarding the abscence of finite groups of H 2 ( M) as a direct sumand. Suppose there is such a group. Then there exists a prime p such that the group Z p k appears as a direct summand for some k ≥ 1. Then M dominates the Moore space M(Z p k , 2), but the latter has the property that its loop space homology with coefficients in Z p grows exponentially. Again, this cannot happen by the Technical Lemma.
